R2

RIDE.
And have fun.

ENJOY LONGER.
The Inner Qualities Are What Really Matter.

- Surround Sound
  Integrated speaker and boomless microphone, prepared for the SC1 communication system
- Well connected
  Integrated antenna
- Perfect Fit
  Double-D fastener and emergency cheek pads
- Modern classic
  Classic full-face helmet, reinterpreted

Maximum endurance when worn. The SCHUBERTH R2 extends and intensifies your riding pleasure thanks to the latest SCHUBERTH technology. Integrated and invisible communication technology, high quality and seamless head padding and a new ventilation system ensure the highest comfort and maximum driving pleasure. A companion that takes you further. Enjoy longer.

Helmet Shell
Lightweight fiberglass inspired by aviation technology

Ventilation
Inlets in the forehead and chin areas. Superior air circulation through multi-channel ventilation

Superior aerodynamics & acoustics
Developed in SCHUBERTH’s in-house wind tunnel. Low air resistance and extremely quiet

Safety
Reflective surfaces. Emergency cheek pads. Double-D fastener

Comfort
Seamless and high-quality ShinyTex® lining – washable, antibacterial, quick-drying

Vision technology
Visor with turbulators for perfect acoustics. Pre-installed scratch-resistant anti-fog lens

Patterns and colors
4 plain colors. 12 unique patterns

All colors and patterns at www.schuberth.com

SC1
The next generation of communication systems

- Designed and fully compatible for C4, R2 and R2 CARBON helmets
- Invisible technology
  Microphone, headphones, antenna, and cabling pre-installed
- Single plug & play operation
  Integrated compartments for the communication unit and the rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- Intercom
  Conference mode for up to 4 riders
- Optimum networking
  Support for two Bluetooth® sources simultaneously and offers music sharing with SC1 ADVANCED™
- Even more comfort
  Optional Bluetooth® handlebar remote control available

1 Available as SC1 STANDARD and SC1 ADVANCED
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